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The World Health Organization on March 11, 2020, has declared 
the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak a global pandemic. As of 
December 29, 2020, the accumulated number of confirmed cases is over 
79,600,000 with 1,760,000 deaths worldwide due to COVID-19 and 
these numbers rise by the day. The most effective means to minimize 
the spread of the virus is social distancing, which is designed to reduce 
the amount of interactions between individuals, according to the 
Centers for Disease Control. This practical working experience show 
our radiotherapy treatment process during the outbreak of COVID-19. 
We present the present work give some idea to radiation oncologists 
managing cancers patients with radiotherapy during the outbreak of 
COVID-19 in order to minimize the risks to our patients and staff while 
maintaining cancer outcomes.

1.  Our radiotherapy treatment process during the out-
break of COVID-19 (Table 1) 
A. Patients may continue radiotherapy only in selected cases, if their 

general medical conditions are not compromised by COVID-19 
infection, if the oncological condition requires continuation of 
radiotherapy and with the use of adequate disposable protective 
equipment or negative pressure isolation stretcher. Provide a 
hydroalcoholic solution for hand disinfection at the entrance of the 
radiotherapy center. Wear surgical masks, as recommended for all 
health professionals and patients according to WHO indications. 

B. Screening for COVID-19 infection is ongoing at the entrance gate 
for outpatients, and at the ward for inpatients, and there were no 
confirmed cases at our hospital yet. Currently, confirmed cases are 
not being managed at our hospital, therefore radiotherapy treatment 
will not be initiated for confirmed cases.

C. However, COVID-19 transmission can occur to patients while 
undergoing radiotherapy treatment, and in some cases may require 
continued treatment. To prepare for cases in need of radiotherapy 
treatment in COVID-19 patients, a radiotherapy feasibility study 
was conducted.

D. The CT simulation process was carried out with a thorax phantom 
inside a negative pressure isolation stretcher. A clear negative 
pressure isolation stretcher with portals for gloves was used during 
the process, making it possible to adjust the placement of the 
phantom (or the patient) without blockage of the laser beams for 
positioning. Also, with this equipment being used during treatment, 

there is no need for the staff to wear personal protection equipment 
(PPE) other than the basic surgical mask during the entire process 
of patient encounter. After the treatment of COVID-19 positive 
patients (or patients waiting for diagnostic confirmation), there is 
no need to sanitize the waiting and bunker areas at the end of the 
treatment session. If possible, these patients should be treated at the 
end of the LINAC shift to limit the chances of infection for other 
patients. An additional CT scan of the phantom without the negative 
pressure isolation stretcher was performed to calculate and compare 
the dose distributions of the two cases (Figure 1). 

E. Likewise, the CT simulation process was carried out with a 
3-dimensional (3D) printed anthropomorphic phantom inside 
a negative pressure isolation stretcher. An additional CT scan of 
the phantom without the negative pressure isolation stretcher was 
performed to calculate and compare the dose distributions of the 
two cases (Figure 2).

2. Comparison of the radiotherapy treatment plans be-
tween cases with and without the negative pressure iso-
lation stretcher
A. Treatment plans for thorax phantom cases with and without the 

negative pressure isolation stretcher are on the right and left of the 
figure respectively. The DVH curve is shown in the middle, with 
the square representing cases with the negative pressure isolation 
stretcher and the triangle representing cases without it (Figure 3). 

B. The total dose has decreased about 2.6-2.8% with the usage of the 
negative pressure isolation stretcher, mostly affected in the PA 
direction. It does not seem to be a significant discrepancy to avoid 
treatment when absolutely needed (Figure 4).

C. Treatment plans for anthropomorphic phantom cases with and 
without the negative pressure isolation stretcher are on the right and 
left of the figure respectively. Similar to thorax phantom cases, the 
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Figure 1. CT simulation with a thorax phantom inside a negative pressure isolation stretcher

Figure 2. CT simulation with a 3-dimensional printed anthropomorphic phantom inside a negative pressure isolation stretcher

History of visit and 
contact

Symptoms (fever,
respiratory disease ) Entrance control center COVID-19 test Radiotherapy

New 
patients

Yes

Yes Screening Center
In progress Postpone
Positive Postpone
Negative Treatment in progress

No Screening Center
In progress Postpone
Positive Postpone
Negative Treatment in progress

No
Yes Screening Center

In progress Postpone
Positive Postpone
Negative Treatment in progress

No Treatment in progress

Patients
on RT

Yes

Yes Screening Center
In progress Postpone
Positive Postpone or negative pressure cart*
Negative Treatment in progress

No Screening Center
In progress Postpone
Positive Postpone or negative pressure cart*
Negative Treatment in progress

No
Yes Screening Center

In progress Postpone
Positive Postpone or negative pressure cart*
Negative Treatment in progress

No Treatment in progress

Table 1. Radiotherapy treatment process during the outbreak of COVID-19

*Decided by personalized clinical assessment.
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Figure 3. Comparison of radiotherapy treatment plans between a thorax phantom inside (right sided images) and outside (left sided images) a negative pressure isolation stretcher

Figure 4. Isodose curve, vertical profile, and horizontal profile comparison between a thorax phantom inside and outside a negative pressure isolation stretcher
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total dose for anthropomorphic phantom cases has decreased about 
2.4-2.8% with the usage of the negative pressure isolation stretcher. 
It does not seem to be a significant discrepancy to avoid treatment 
when absolutely needed (Figure 5). 
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